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component of today’s advanced turbomachinery marketplace.  Pushbutton FEA™ is designed to both extend and 
integrate into your design environment.  this enables aerodynamic and structural design to be performed concur-
rently within Axcent® utilizing the integrated FEA tools.  since 
this can be done as soon as you have initial blade definition,  
it means structural analysis and life assessment can be perform- 
ed earlier in the design process than ever before.

modeling
complex radial and axial geometries can be easily modeled 
with the parametric tools available within Pushbutton FEA,  
which has a powerful and accurate linear finite element solver.   
Above all, Pushbutton FEA is designed to be simple and intui- 
tive for the non-FEA professional, while still providing the nec- 
essary power and flexibility for the structural design profes- 
sional.  

FEA solver
both quadratic and linear elements are available for all an- 
alysis types. thermal, static, and modal solvers are available.   
cut faces can be modeled using both cyclic and coupled doF 
boundary conditions. All of the load information is created 
from the previously calculated aerodynamic conditions using 
rapid load, mst or cFd. these aerodynamic loads are ap-
plied to the FEA model elements as convective heat transfers 
and pressures applied to the external element faces. thermal 
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Both axial and radial analyses are integrated within the AxCent® 
software.



stresses can be included in the static 
analysis, and the static stresses can 
also be incorporated as a pre-stress 
condition for the modal solver. spin 
or centrifugal softening is available, 
as is the use of a lumped mass matrix 
instead of the default consistent mass 
matrix.

closely coupled
there are no files involved in the trans-
fer of informa-tion from the aero to the 
mechanical design, so modifications to the aero 
definitions are immediately updated into the mechani-
cal design.  this reduces the likelihood of the two 
processes becoming desynchronized due to outdated 
definition files.

support of other solvers
in addition to the integrated Pushbutton FEA solver, 
the software maintains its links with other FEA solvers 
such as AnsYs®, cosmos/m®, nAstrAn™ and 
AbAQus® and therefore can also be utilized with 
your existing tools.  using a 3rd party solver means 
that Pushbutton FEA becomes a powerful and intui-
tive geometry design tool with grid generation. some 
post-processing capability is also available, such as 
goodman, campbell, and interference diagrams.

Modal analysis results can be animated.

Post-processing
For the concepts nrEc Pushbutton FEA solver, full 
3d post-processing is available. displaced geom-
etry color surface contour plots of temperature, dis-
placement, and stresses can be overlayed with 
undisplaced wireframes, making it easier to visual-
ize the effects of the load conditions.  there is also 
modal displacement-based animation which can be 
used to view the mode shapes.  this is particularly 
useful for visualizing the typical modal displaced 
shapes.  
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Concepts NREC design software is compatible with all commercial design 
packages.
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